Adjustable Aluminum
Shelving - Rust Free

Economy Solid
Aluminum
Shelving

(For All Departments)

This universal shelving can be adapted to any type of installation
for maximum efficiency. Ideal for coolers, freezers, or general
storage. Constructed of 1 1/2” x 1 3/4” aluminum alloy square
tubing with a wall thickness of .070. Support poles are 1 1/4”
aluminum marked every 2” for easy accurate set-up and closed
with plastic caps. 2000 pounds capacity per shelf. NSF
approved.

Solid shelving designed with
economy in mind. Ideal for
deli storage. Marine retainer
edge keeps spilled liquids from
dripping to other shelves.
Made of .080 aluminum, standard shelves have a capacity of
500 lbs., the reinforced shelves
have an 800 lb. capacity.

6353000
6353060
6353000
6353180
6353210
6352275
6353420
6353450
6353510

6352190

3' x 20”—4 bar aluminum shelf

6351290

4' x 20”—4 bar aluminum shelf

6352220

5' x 20”—4 bar aluminum shelf

6352250

6' x 20”—4 bar aluminum shelf

6352280

8' x 20”—4 bar aluminum shelf, 6 poles req'd.

6352400

4' x 24”—5 bar aluminum shelf

6352430

5' x 24”—5 bar aluminum shelf

6352460

6' x 24”—5 bar aluminum shelf

6353420

54”—aluminum pole

6353450

68”—aluminum pole

6353510

84”—aluminum pole

1170185

Swivel casters, 5”

1170180

Swivel casters, 5” with locking brakes

Solid Aluminum Wall Shelving
A tremendously popular shelf that can be wall- mounted anywhere it's needed. Made of .080 aluminum, 48” long x 12”
wide, with two mounting brackets. Ideal over sinks or for
small deli and bakery items.

6354320

Recommended Bakery Shelving
6353930
6353990

4' x 20” x 4 tier
5' x 20” x 4 tier

(mix & match to get the best of both)

3 shelf solid economy, 1 shelf four bar
6354650 Economy 3' x 20” x 4 tier
6353840 Economy 4' x 20” x 4 tier

3 shelf solid reinforced, 1 shelf four bar

4 shelf solid reinforced

4' x 12” aluminum wall shelf with brackets

Economy Shelving

Recommended Deli Shelving
4' x 20” x 4 tier
5' x 20” x 4 tier

3' x 20” solid economy shelf
4' x 20” solid economy shelf
3' x 20” solid reinforced shelf
4' x 20” solid reinforced shelf
5' x 20” solid reinforced shelf
6' x 20” solid reinforced shelf
54” aluminum pole
68” aluminum pole
84” aluminum pole

Use the pole casters to make your shelving portable.

Combination Aluminum Shelving

6353870
6353960

(Toll Free) 1-800-421-3753

Shelving

Call for PBI Service: (562) 595-4785 or (209) 839-9280

3 shelf solid economy
6353810 Economy 3' x 20” x 4 tier
6353900 Economy 4' x 20” x 4 tier

You can design you own shelving by
mixing and matcing. Call for details.

— Shelving capacity based upon equal distribution of product weight —
2667 Gundry Ave
Signal Hill, CA 90755
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